Boutique Clothing Lines
at www.yogaclub.us

TEEKI is an active wear line MADE FROM RECYCLED PLASTIC
and sustainable materials all PRODUCED within the STATES
using SOLAR POWERED facilities! Teeki's passion is to
provide the world with eco-friendly, timeless, forward
fashion.
TEEKI IS FASHION. TEEKI IS CONSCIOUS. TEEKI IS LOVE.
Why Teeki? Price, Quality, & Sustainability!
We're excited to offer Teeki active wear, a California based boutique designer. Teeki
offers the same designer features consumers appreciate in quality designer active wear
including flat, comfortable, durable seams; 4-way stretch material; reversible options;
breathable, moisture-wicking fabrics; built-in key pockets; and many fun prints and
colors!
Support recycling and the environment while you shop! Teeki uses P.E.T. or recycled
water bottles as one of the main materials in its active wear. With each pair of pants you
purchase YOU will recycle 18 to 30 water bottles! Look fabulous externally while feeling
great internally!

Margarita Designs. A brand created by athletes for athletes. Located
in northern Israel, a region surrounded by mountains and lined with the
Mediterranean coast, the Margarita designers are inspired to create
beautiful clothes with contemporary designs!

AMAZE. REVITALIZE.
Why you will love them?
Margarita makes activewear that is perfect in both form and function! These gorgeous
and unique designs can stand up against the activity of a kickboxing class and look
great in a nice calm yoga class.
About this look:
• Great for all aspects of your active lifestyle
• Style that will look good running errands after a workout

Liquido: Made from LYCRA® SPORT fabric, a super soft, light
fabric with lots of stretch to give you fantastic comfort. The
waistband sits just above the hips, so there’s no unsightly muffin
top.
These pants should be worn for yoga, hiking, biking, running,
jumping ..... then promptly worn again for an evening with the
girls, a study session at the coffee house, or movie night with
family! These pants are gorgeous and they hide imperfections in your long, wonderful legs!

UNIQUE. FUN. STRONG
LYCRA® SPORT fabrics are branded performance fabrics designed specifically to support
athletes and active people. LYCRA® SPORT fabrics deliver a range of stretch and recovery power
designed to help athletes move and perform at their best, while feeling comfortable.

[zob • ha] noun; grace, beauty or brilliance
The design: Zobha designs are functional, durable, and can handle
any workout that you can. The clothing is lightweight, made of
high-performing fabrics with exceptional fit and thoughtful details.
This brand was launched by a yoga instructor but the quality and
designs are great for running and general fitness. But, when the
designer is an athlete you can expect more!!!!!
QUALITY DESIGNS & HIGH QUALITY FABRICS
As two examples,
(1) the brand's innovative yoga panties are super thin, seamless, and invisible under fitted pants.
(2) the length of the capri is just right to keep your legs covered and not slippery for arm balancing,
while still being cool enough for the hottest yoga class.
Beautiful, easy to wear, comfortable and timeless you will keep your Zobha clothes in your closet for
years!
The fabric: The fabric feels soft, like silky cotton against the skin ..... except it is not cotton. It is a blend
of pre-shrunk Supplex® and Lycra® which is soft on the skin, while providing moisture-wicking,
breathability, quick-dry, shape retention and stretch recovery.
Sweat through a hot yoga class and walk out of the studio without the dreaded baggy knees. The fabric
breathes and dries fast! And, during your practice don't worry about readjusting your clothes.
Regardless of what position they stay in place and your private parts will not become public.
Wash these pants over and over and they will still fit the same, not fade or pill or thin.
The make:
•
87% Supplex nylon/13% Lycra spandex
•
Machine wash, tumble dry

Coming Soon!

Lily Lotus
live colorfully, live creatively
live comfortably
sewn, dyed and embellished entirely in
the USA

